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Custom eLearning Solutions

Web Courseworks specializes in:

• Custom Interactive Course Development 

• Course Conversion Services 

• Serious Games and Immersive Simulations 

• eLearning Curriculum Design

• Instructional Design Consulting

• Mobile Learning 

Web Courseworks is a full-service eLearning firm positioned to provide innovative, results-based online education services 

through interactive eLearning courses, games, simulations and solutions. We have designed and technically supported online 

curricula and innovative learning experiences for notable associations, academic institutions, and corporations since 1999.

EXPERIENCE
Web Courseworks’ custom eLearning development team has served as a long-term partner for organizations building innovative, 

industry-standard eLearning in extended deployments over a period of years. In particular, we pride ourselves on the breadth and 

longevity of our partnerships with Credit Union National Association (CUNA), the World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA), and America’s 

Health Insurance Plans (AHIP).

DEVELOPMENT TOOLS
We use CourseCreate, our proprietary eCourse authoring software, to develop courses. CourseCreate is an always-on, accessible-

anywhere web app that includes reviewing and workflow functionality to optimally serve our disciplined, collaborative processes. Our 

clients use CourseCreate to review and, in some cases, author eCourses. We leverage additional tools to build out custom animations, 

simulations and applications.

INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN
Our grounding in adult learning theory informs our approach to all aspects of eLearning, including content, design, and development. 

We recognize the increasing preference of learners for a visual experience and make images, illustrations, animation and video an integral part of our 

design. Where appropriate, our game-based learning practice informs the development of activities for our custom courses. Our instructional 

designers are committed to our development process, with its emphasis on collaboration and achieving milestones.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Efficient project management enables us to excel in instructional design and quality assurance.  The project officially begins with the 

kick-off meeting, in which project goals are set and team members’ roles are discussed. After kick-off, project development begins, 

typically moving through each of our project milestones per course or module determined by the Web Courseworks project manager. 

We collaborate with clients to develop project plans, outline content, and delineate learning objectives. 



Custom eLearning Solutions: Case Study
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WORLD ANTI-DOPING AGENCY

CHALLENGE
The World Anti-Doping Agency’s (WADA) mission was to develop an educational program for the world’s most elite athletes and 

coaches and deliver it in such a way that it would meet the needs of their demanding schedules and varied learning styles. The 

solutions needed to focus on educating elite athletes and coaches on the negative effects of doping as well as anti-doping regulations. 

SOLUTION 
Web Courseworks developed CoachTrue Elite, an interactive online educational tool launched through CourseStage LMS; and the 

PlayTrue Challenge, an immersive online educational game was designed for elite junior athletes.  For CoachTrue, Web Courseworks 

collaborated with WADA’s subject matter experts (SMEs) to convey pre-existing, didactic information as a set of seven engaging online 

tutorials complete with images, video and voice over. The tutorials are complemented by several interactive activities including an 

adaptive exam, branching scenarios, knowledge checks, and process maps. 

In PlayTrue, the game presents two sides of game play, the “sport” side and the “life” side. The sport side is a simple mini-video game, 

using traditional video game mechanics where the player controls their avatar in the sport of JumpCross. In the life side the player is 

presented with a series of lifelike simulated conversations of the coaches, teammates, doctors, and others and are confronted with 

choices about doping. Decisions made on the life side may negatively affect performance on the sport side. The game has been 

produced in 10 languages.

RESULTS
Web Courseworks has been proud to contribute to the WADA’s mission to provide a framework for young athletes and their coaches 

to be leaders in promoting and ensuring clean sport through the development of the CoachTrue program and PlayTrue Challenge 

simulation. Coaches that take the course are introduced to new information that they must apply to navigate realistic scenarios. 

Athletes that play PlayTrue learn valuable lessons about living and playing dope free.

CoachTrue Elite was honored by the International Academy of the Visual Arts as a silver winner at the 2010 Davey Awards. PlayTrue 

Challenge was officially launched at the first Youth Olympic Games, in Singapore, August 2010. PlayTrue was recognized as a Silver 

Medal Winner at the 2011 International Serious Play Awards for excellence in educational online game development. As part of our 

ongoing partnership, WADA and Web Courseworks are currently developing the Athlete Education Program.


